I NDUSTRIAL SCENE
Trelleborg Industrial AVS, of Leicester has won another contract, to supply chevron springs, Spherilastik bearings and elastomeric bushes for the primary suspension of WAG 6A electric locomotives in service with India's South Eastern Railway in service on the line from Kottavalsa to Kirandul, which is said to incorporate many of the steepest gradients anywhere in the world. The Trelleborg IAVS chevron springs and Spherilastik bearings are low profile rubber/metal laminated assemblies which fit between the wheel axles and bogie frame and are designed to absorb high levels of shock and vibration. More information from Trelleborg Tel: +44(0)116 2730281 IAC Ltd, has announced that it has acquired assets of Sound Attenuators Ltd (SAL).
The key area of acquisition is SAL's gas turbine business, covering the provision of complete gas turbine silencing packages for power generation, CHP, gas compression and fluid pumping. The packages include combustion and vent intakes, turbine and auxiliary unit enclosures, and vent and hot gas exhausts.
Second opinion Vibration Directive spin-off?
Politicians are quick enough to pass laws, but not always clever enough, or sufficiently wellinformed to be aware of all the possible consequences. Take the Vibration Directive. From 2007 onwards, contractors and hirers will have a legal requirement to monitor vibration for their plant operators and truck drivers if they are driving newly bought equipment, whereas the requirement will not apply until 2010 for all other equipment. So what the contractors and hirers do? Rush out to buy new kit? Surprisingly, no, is the answer. As the Construction Equipment Association neatly puts it "This could be disastrous for UK construction equipment. Employers could elect to run fleets of older machines rather than buying new kit in order to put off having to do vibration monitoring for that three year period." Nice one, Brussels.
Dave Burdick, founder of the US-based research and analysis firm Collaborative Visions, will give the keynote address at the European and North American LMS Conferences on Virtual and Physical Prototyping. The conferences take place in Stuttgart, Germany in June and Troy, Michigan in September. Mr. Burdick will address the critical role of virtual prototyping for innovative, competitive product creation and validation.
Record year for Casella
The Casella Group Limited has reported another record year. The integrated environmental company has just reported its results for last year (to June 30 2001), in which sales were up 87% with profits showing a rise of 86%. The company is forecasting another dramatic rise in this current year too. Since Casella has already announced four acquisitions this year alone (including recently Spectrascan and the EMC Group), last year's sales of £27 million will have risen to a currently combined Group revenue run rate of around £50 million per annum. Now employing over 800 staff, Casella is one of the largest UK companies in the environmental services and measurement technologies market.
According to the HSE, health and safety failures currently cost Britain's employers up to a staggering £6.5 billion every year. Over 25 million working days are lost annually, with over a million workers suffering from work-related accidents and even more falling Round up
